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Summary

Transfer of technology is now a powerful tool of industrialization of many countries who have
flot yet a full development of their economi es .The success of this transfer is very unequal from
one receiving country to another and from one plant to another. Ergonomic work analysis may
explain lot of the deceptions and suggest solutions. In many cases the lack of success is rooted
in the underestimation of the informai contribution of the workers of the exporting country to
the satisfactory behaviour of the system. A better analysis of the geographical, biological and
cultural differences between exporting and receiving countries induces different choices of
technology and produces many recommendations about the conditions of a successful transfer.
This body of knowiedge strongly reiated to ergonomics could be cailed anthropotechnology.

A large movement —

Ergonomics in developing countries is now a vast area of research and action which is growing
quickly in relation with Nord-South trade and soon with the South-South. Among the Societies
taking part in IEA, there is now the Mexican Society, there will be soon probably, an Asean,
a Bresilian, an Indian, a Maghrebin Society. Since 1976, a big effort has been realised by ILO
to promote better working conditions in industrially developing countries through PIACT (Pro
gramme International pour l’Amélioration des Conditions de Travail - International program
for better working conditions). An important step will be taken in 1984
with an international meeting on ergonomics in developing countries.

— mainly in semi-industrialized countries

But if one carefully looks at the countries that are building an ergonomic ctivity connected
with their economic development, it can easily be observed that they a,tl members of the
intermediate category recently isolated by the general director of World Bank as semi indus
triazed. They ail have a considerable industry and a strong intellectual potential in universi
ties and research centers. Most are themselves exporters of technology and taking part in
the more and more active South-South trade.

and inside countries

It does not mean that other countries who are not yet in this semi privilegied situation do
flot need ergonomics and that some important initiatives are flot sometimes observed there.
Neither does it mean that ail parts of the semi industrialized countries have the same relation
with economic development and ergonomics. Many of the industrially developing countries mo
ving toward ergonomics are subcontinents (Brazil, India, Mexico, and are extremely diverse
from one part to another. It seems that the transier of technology inside one country is a
very new ad important subject in view of decntralization. P v-c
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A main theme anthropometry C À/ZJZ. ‘ct(

Among the classical themes of ergonomics,anthropometry has been the first studied but
the knowledge is flot yet sufficient. A. MANUABA, R.N. SEN, B. THU have shown the rather
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littie height of South Asia workers but N. SAHBI has flot found any significant difference
between miners in South Tunisia and in France. Large studies are done in P,rasil (Li.
FERREIRA).

— in relation with migrations

A very important question even for anthropometry is the knowledge of the population that
will in fact use the material. In Europe, for exampie the miners and automobile wor
kers are coming from abroad (mainly North Africa and Western Asia). In Middle East, many
industriai workers are coming aiso from Asia and Africa but professionals and middle managers
are frequently coming from the Philippines or Tunisia. Many problems cannot be soived without
attention to these huge population movements (C. RUBIO et ail.).

Physical capacity and work and life situations

Another important field of ergonomics in developing countries is physical fitness. Muscular
strength has complex relations with body height, nutritional status, parasitism and heat.
Very interesting studies have been produced again by A. MANUABA, R.N. SEN and B.THU
in this area. Some small workers are quite strong if they receive enough food. (R.N.SEN).
Many workers dont eat enough to produce as much as they are expected to do because
they share food with an enlarged family. Many tropical workers have to use their forces in
two or three activities (agriculture, artesanal production, tourism, like in BALI- A. MANUABA).
A vegetarian diet, frequent pregnancies among women, and parasitism (ankylostemiasis, biihar
ziosis) may provoke such a low level of iron, and thereby of hemoglobin that there is a linear
relation between the level of hemoglobin and production (tea gathering in SRI LANKA, sugar
cane cutting in GUATEMALA). Many remarquable studies have been done relating heat and
health or even mortality among miners (CH. WYNDHAM), relating heat and nutritional status
among hotel workers (MANUABA). Coming back to industry, R.N. SEN has recently produced
a very comprehensive report on ergonomic principles in the design of factories in hot climates.

Human ressources and anthropotechnogy

k is clear from these examples that technology cannot be easily transfered with success without
careful studies of the population of workers of the importing country, that the resuits of resear
ches on human ressources are an important part of ergonomics knowledge. It is clear again
that the study of climatic, social and cultural conditions is equally necessary for a sucessful
transfer. These different aspects of knowledge and the methodology of implementation in con
ception and/or transfer of technology could be called antropotechnology.

Ergonomics in relation with national technology

if usually these considerations are used for technology elaborated in foreign countries, they
are also necessary in cases where tentatives are done in industrially developing countries them
selves by research center engineers. The International Rice Research Institute (IRRT) in LOS
BANOS (Philippines) and the Central Rice Research Institute (CPRI) in Cuttack (India) have
each produced a rice planting machine. These two machines allow a man to plant ten times
as many rice shoots as he could by hand; however, this requires 2.5. times as much physical
effort, wich is unacceptable as P. NAG has shown.

Even toxicology has to be considered

In relation with these physiological considerations, one has also to think to the very severe
toxicological problems that arise many times in relation with the specific conditions of work
in industrially developing countries (for exemple the pesticides used in brasilian sugar cane
plantations M.R. CHUAIRA DA SILVA, U. MALUF). Avery good book on this subject has been
published recently in SINGAPORE. ?;

Work analysis

In many cases, the difficulties are even more hidden The “soft” part of the technology
methods manuals, training are transfered flot only without understanding the ways of work
and life of receiving countries but even more without realizing how things are really working
in the exporting country. There is a difference between real work and the work as it prescribed
by the engineers and organizers. What workers really do, due to their intelligence and experience
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is usually unknown and flot transfered to the receiving country S. DONGMO in analysing
the way tobacco factory workers are operating in France has seen that they are completely
neglecting the automated signalisation that is in fact inadequate but that they are using
very sophisticated pattern of observations transmitted from one worker to another. However
what is transmitted to the receiving country is a very formai use of the automated signali
sation. Sometimes there is a complex mixture of these cuitural and psychologicai aspects
with more material facts. In the phosphate mines in South Tunisia, the saline nature of the
ore and the unsufficient use of soluble ou produces the jamming of the hydrauiic piilars in
such a proportion that the maintenance unit is overloaded and the supporting system dangerous
(N. SAHBI).

Recommandations

There are many industrialiy developing countries where excellent ergonomic teams exist but
too frequentiy these teams are living with difficulty. They are iimited by poor facilities, li
mited library and - as it can be observed at IEA congresses - littie travel allocations. One
of the reasons of these limitations is of course the volume of the Gross National Product
of these countries but also the fact that many governments have flot yet realized that ergo
nomics and anthropotechnology are flot only necessary for humanitarian reasons but for the
success of transfer of technology. Too many imported machines or factories have a low produc
tivity for reasons that ergonomics can detect and to which reasonable solutions can be found.
One may hope that the impact of the international action can help to stress this point.
It is the main reason for the meeting organized by TEA, ILO and WHO. Industrially
developed countries are also able to contribute and they do in receiving scholars from indus
trially developping countries. There is a great danger of brain drain if the researches are flot
connected with the reai problems of the own country of the scholars but with the questions
connected with research programs of the receiving country. This orientation is flot at ail
easy in relation with the rules of students international exchanges. But as far the reai fina
iity of the training of students is considered, the resuits of these exchanges are beneficial
as the coauthors of this text can testify. The past 10 years, 40 scholars coming from more
than 15 industrially deveioping countries have stayed 1 to 3 years at the CNAM ergonomics
iaboratory in PARIS. Nearly ail of these have corne back to Africa, America or Asia and
they contribute to ergonomics in their own countries. -t-- -t
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Please type the full text of your contribution, on the designated
paper enclosed.

Important conditions:

We will inform you of your allotted time, your session and date
as soon as they are finialized.

Text of less than 2 pages ( see separate instructions ) to be
printed in the Proceedings shah reach the Secretariat before
June 20, 1982.

Adopyof the speaker’s version ( full text of the paper as it
will be read by you ), if any, reaches the Secretariat before
June 30, 1982. This wihl be useful for the prior—study of our
conference interpreters. -

Please note that authors who want to use a l6mm film projector fpr
your presentation must inform the secretariat of the request in
writing. - -

Please contact the Secretariat should you require any further
information.

Sincerely yours,

8TH CONGRESS 0F THE INTERNATIONAL ERGONOMICS
ASSOCIATION flIIYLL

hostedby the JAPAN ERGONOMICS RESEARCH SOCIETY

23-27 August, I 982
Nihon Toshi Center, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,Japan.
Congress Chairman : Masamitsu Oshima
Advisory Board: Harry L. Davis, Etienne P. Graridjean, Brian Shackel,

April 30, 1982
Dear; Dr. Alain Wisner,

Re; Your contribution to the Sciencific Program of the 8th
Congress of International Ergonomics Association.

As I informed you the other dey, your contribution, “Language

and Computer Systems — Work Analysis and Cognitive Lod”

has been accepted and included in the Program of the Congress.

-

- -..S—committee fot Proceedings i

Orgaur:in’ Cnz1nittLe s CJ,a,r;nan : i1aanzi1yj, OJiiw. l-Jcc’ Chair;nan : Ku,zw 1—Jasizinioto. Sccrc(arv Gcnerai : Toshi-uki Fund’aua.
Gcuc,vl .—lrt7iÎs : Shint,’o Q’an-a. Treasu,-cr : Toshi,, Ejîdo. Forciç’n .-4it,irj : Sadao Suiv ma & l—Iidcmaro .\agano. Scicn/irïc Liaison : ) frit ftiamii.
Couc-cntmn : Takao Ohkuàu. Pmgram s Ka:,gvoshi imui &- .—lkim W-itanabc. Rc’gistr’itzon s !Wzlu) Aoki. Procecd,ns = !a,’c7i .Voro.
Social Ei-cUL:Kivoshi i,uiniOtO

Sarcfarza/ : Lwnjniitcc JE-1 $2 c’o [iitçsr Grnop Coip.
7 .kasé,ka (nuakalsu Bld’. 8-J-32 ItasaIai. .l-l’nat,,-im. Tokyo lO J.4P.-l.V
hrrn (J (i71 lT -l&tn»s I \ TFRC. O \ rr Tl o —

Prof. Kageyu Noro --- -



8TH CONGRESS 0F THE INTERNATIONAL ERGONOMICS m
ASSOCIATION JflllîLL

hosted by the JAPAN ERGONOMICS RESEARCH SOCTETY

23-27 August, I 982
Nihon Toshi Center, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,Japan.
Congress Cha,rman : Masamitsu Oshima
Advisory Board: Harry L. Davis, Etienne P. Grandjean, Brian Shacke!.

May 25, 1982

Dear Dr. A. Wisner;

We are planning ta hold a Symposium entitled “past,
present and future of ergonomics” on August 27, afternoon
at the 8th Congress of the International Ergonomics
Association.

We would like you to participate in this Symposium
- and deliver a speech on “ Ergonomics in Developing Countries I’

lasting for about 10-15 minutes and a 35mm slide projector
will be available in the hall. We would like ta have the
text of your contribution to be published in the Proceedings
of the Congress flot later than June 20. Please refer to
the instructions enclosed herewith.

We thank you for your co—operation and look forward
ta seeing you.

Sincerely yours,

,QQ

Masamitsu Oshima, M.D.
‘r , Chairman

Ltsj-vu4 - Organizing Comrnittee

Akira Watanabe, D. Eng.
Organizing Cominittee
(Program)
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8TH CONGRESS 0F THE INTERNATIONAL ERGONOMICS m
ASSOCIATION

hosted by the JAPAN EGONOMICS RESEARCH SOCETY

23-27 August, 982
Nihon Toshi Center, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Congress Chairman: Masamitsu Oshima
Advsory Board: Harry L. Davis. Etienne P. Grandjean, Brian Shackel,

The Late Rtjffel Smith.

Augusf 12, 1982

Dear Prof. Wisner:

Thank you for your agreement to speak at the Symposium on “Past,

• Present and Future off Ergonomics” at the 8th Congress off the Internataonal

Ergonomics Association, on August 27. We are asked to serve as chaLrmen

at the Symposium by the Organizing Committee.
In order to make the Symposium interesting and fruitiful, we would

like you to include sornething about the following points in your speech:

- Can ergonornics be an integrated entity as an academic area?

- Can ergonomics actually help ta solve problems in the society?

-. Ho’ should the education off ergonomics be given to students and

engineers?
What are needs and seeds for future ergonornics?

The time alLlotted to you will be 20 minutes.
We thank you for your coopera tian and look forward to seeing you

in Tokyo.

Sincerely yours,

Or’aniziu CjIfl1ni(tL’ : Cliair;,,u;, : MwLnnzitsu ()hi,na. t’i’ Cliair,nan : u,,,i,c !ktxl,ùnohi. .S.’L,rla; Ge;wral : Tushi7,kj Furukaw,.
L’,zeral .4,t,irç S!zin,’o r’)taua. Trcas,,,-cr : Tu..J,ic, E;ic1. b’rei;, .4ttir : ic1a() .1(’1VtJ1l(1 _Q !-ii(IcÏtlflrQ ‘‘iqano. SLieuhifîc Liaix,, : I î,

L’uiucntiiî,z : 7ikao OIi(’ub,,, /,‘nr,îz f’.a:tttr,shi Yajjnuj j. .-lkj,-t, ‘t1(gJufhe. I?L’L’is1nI1ioJz : !<aZl,u .4oki. ProLL’Ldings : 1<a,t,’etrt .\‘,o.
.S,cia1 Ezrnts : 1’.tvusl,i I nna,nnlo
S&crctaria! : O,’rgni.rinî,’ G,;îuniltcc’ [E.-1 ! L o lulcr Gmup Corp.
.-lkasaka IntakaLçu B/i/i. -S-.iI’ .-1ka,J,y. .lIi,iîi/ø-k,,. Tîîkw, 107. J_—IP.4V
P!i’:0.(3T9):i.llS Cth1c 1,idrcy.L 1.VTER(ÏLVFEI? 7T)KIï)

Masamitsu Oshirna, M.D.

c
Akira Watanabe, D.Eng.



June 1982

Doctor R.B. Sen
Department of physiology
University Colleges of Science
92 Acharyya Prafuliachandra Road
CALCUTTA 700 009 (Indes)

Dear friend,

I have received a very late proposai from the Tokyo
I.E.A. congress organizers to take part to the symposium on
“Past, present and future ergonomies” in speaking about
“Ergonomies in developing countries”.

Considering the very short delay, I thought that
the question of ergonomies in industrially countries would flot
have been treated if I had refused and that it would be a
mistake considering the Mexico meeting. You may perhaps know
that I.E.A., I.L.0. and W.H.0. are organizing in Mexico, at the

= end of 83 or the begining of 84, a meeting deveted to ergonomies
in developing countries, meeting for which I am working since
4 years.

Anyway, for this short text, I was a very conflictual
situation let peopie consider the importance of ergonomics
existing now in industriaily developing countries and specialiy
of your works and, simultaneousiy, let the attenders of the
Tokyo congress that I was not speaking as a french man but as
member of an international team based in the CNAM laboratory
It why, I have choosen 4 ergonomists who have worked and/or are
working at the lab as co-authors. Ail four are good scientists
and are members of industrially developing countries from dif
ferent point of the world.

I hope that you shah attend the Tokyo meeting to
have the pleasure to see you add to benefit of your remarks
about this srnall text and also a book that I have build from
diverse papers written or translated in enghish and that you
shah soon receive.

Truly yours,

A. Wisner



June 1982

Professor A. Manuaba
University of Udayana
Faculty of Medicine — Dep. Physiology
DENPASAR - BALI (Indonésie)

Dear friend,

I have received a very late proposai from the Tokyo
I.E.A. eongress organizers to take part to the symposium on
“Past, present and future ergonomies” in speaking about ‘Ergonomies
in developing countries”.

eonsidering the very short delay, I thought that
the qeestion of ergonomies in industriaily countries wouid not
have been treated if I had refused and that it wouid be a mistake
considering the Mexico meeting. You may perhaps know that I.E.A.,
I.L.O. and W.H.O. are organiing in Mexico, at the end of 83 or
the begining of 84, a meeting devoted to ergonomies in developing
countries, meeting for which I am working since 4 years.

Anyway, for this short text, I was a very confiictuai
situation : let peopie consicler the importance of ergonomies
existing now in industriaiiy developin countries and specialiy
of your works and, simuitaneousiy, let the attenders of the Tokyo
congress that I was flot speaking as a french man but as mernber
of an international team based in the CNAM laboratory. It why, I
have choosen 4 ergonomists who have worked and/or are working at
the lab as co—authors. Ail four are good scientists and are
menibers of industrially developin countries from different point
of the world.

I hope that you shah attend the Tokyo meeting to
have the pleasure to see you and to benefit of your remarks about
this smaii text and aiso a book that I have build from diverse
papers written or transiated in english and that you shah soon
receive.

Truly yours,

A. Wisner



21 Juin 1982

Monsieur Mitsuo Tanaka
Sohyo European Dffice
24 rue de Léningrad
75008 PARIS

Cher Monsieur,

Je vous remercie de votre accueil amical et des vues
si intéressanteq que vous m’avez conununiquées. J’ai lu, pendant
le week—end, vos documents qui m’ont également beaucoup instruit.

Je vais écrire dès maintenant Monsieur Ogawa et vous
fais parvenir, ci—joint, le pré—projet du congrès de l’Associa
tion Internationale d’Ergonomie ainsi que mon projet de voyage.
Je vous joins également le texte des deux communications que je
présenterai au congrès.

Veuillez agréer, cher Monsieur, l’expression de mes
sentiments très cordiaux.

A. Wisner

Copie : H. Blassel
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ERGONOMICS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Ergonomics in developing countries is now a vast
area of research and action which is growing quicI

ly in relation with North-South trade and soon with
the South.-South. Among the Societies taking part to
IEA, there is now the Mexican Society, they wiii be
soon probably, an Asean, a Bresilian, an Indian, a
Maghrebin Society. Since 1976, a big effort has been
reaiised by ILO to promote better working condition
in industrially developing countries through PIACT

(Programme International pour l’Amélioration des
Conditions de Travail - International program for
IE’etter working conditions). A important step will
t ezico in 1983 or 1984 with on inter

national meeting on ergonomics in developing coun
tries.

But if one carefully looks at the countries that
are building an ergonomic activity connected with
their economic development, it can easily be ob

served that they are ail members of the inter
mediate category recently isolated by the gene
rai director of World Bank as semi industrialized.
They have ail a considerable industry and a strong
intellectual potential in universities and research

centers. Most are themselves exporters of techno

logy taking part to the more and more active
South-South trade.

It does flot mean that other countries who are
flot yet in this semi priviiegied situation do not

need ergonomics and that some important initia
tives are flot sometimes observed there. It does
not mean also that ail parts of the semi indus
trialized countries have the some relation with

inomica1 development and ergonomics. Many

of the industrially developing countries moving
toward ergonomics are subcontinents (Brazil,
India, Mexico) and are extremely diverse from
one part to another. It seems that the transfer

of technology inside one country is avery new

afld important subject in view of decentra

lization.
Among the classical themes of ergonomics,

anthropometry has been the first studied
but the knowledge is flot yet sufficient.
A. MANUABA, R.N. SEN, THU have shown
the rather little height of South Asia wor
kers but N. SAHBI has not found any Signi.
ficant difference between miners in South
Tunisia and in France Large studies are dcriE

in Brasil (L.L. FERREIRA).
A very important question even for

thropometry is the knowledge of the

population that will in fact use the rnaterii.

In Europe, for exemple most of the miners

and automobile workers are coming from
abroad (mainly North Africa and Western

Asia). In Middle East, many industrial
workers are coming also from Asia and
Africa but professionals and middle mana
gers are frequently coming for Philippines
or Tunisia. Many problems cannot be so1ve

without attention to these huge population
movements (C.RUBIO)

The problem of influence of hot climate is

very critical Many studies are convincing
(A MANUABA, RN. SEN, CH. WYNDHA\).

In many cases, the difficulties are even
more hidden The “soft” of the technology:
methods manuals, training are transfered
not only without understanding the way
of working and living of receiving countries
but even more without realizing how things
are really working in the exporting country.
There is a difference between real work
and the work as it is prescribed by the
engineers and organizers. What workers real

ly do, due to their intelligence and experi
ence is usually unknown and flot transfered
to the receiving country, S. DONGMO
analysing the way tabacco workers are

* ** *** ****

Alain WISNER , Simon DONGMO , Leda LEAL FERREIRA ,Clarissa RUBIO
**

, NoureddineSAhBl

Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers , Manufacture Nationale des Tabacs , Fundacentro

O

O
*****

University of the Philippines , Compagnie des mines de phosphates
* ** O

O O

Paris France , Yaounde Cameroun , Sao Paulo Brasil , Quezon City Philippines , Gafsa
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Tunisie

Transfer of technology is now a powerful tool of industrialization of many countries who have not yet a

full development of their economics. The success 0f this transfer is very uneaqual from one to another

receiving country and from one plant to another. Ergonomic work analysis may explain lot of the decep

tions and suggest solutions. In many cases the lack of success is roated in the underestimation of the

informai contribution of the workers of the exporting country to the satisfactory behaviour of the system.

A better analysis of the geographical, biological and cultural differences between exporting and receiving

countries induces different choices of technology and produces many recommandations about the condi

tions of a successful transfer. This body of knowledge str.ongly reiated to ergonomics could be cailed

anthropotechnology.



operating in France has seen that they are com
pieteIy negiecting the automated signalisation
that is in fact inadéquate but that they are

h

using very sophisticateo pattern of observations
transmitted from one worker to another. But
what is transmitted to the receiving country
is a very formai use of the automated signalisa
tion. Sometimes there is a complex mixture of
these cultural and psychological aspects with
more material facts. In the phosphate mines
in South Tunisia, the saline nature of the ore,
the unsufficlant use of soluble ou produces
the jamming of the hydraulic pillars (in Such
a proportion that the maintenance unit in over
loaded and the supporting system dangerous
(N.SA H BI).

The works of researchers coming from indus
trially developing countries of different parts
of the world and the discussion between them
has been so beneficial since 10 years in
C.N.A.M. PARIS that the development of such
international ergonomics research center has
to be recommanded.
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8TH C0NGRESS 0F THE INTERNATIONAL ERGONOMICS
ASSOCIATION

hosted by the SJAPAN ERGONOMICS RESEARCH SOCIETY

23-27 August, 1982
Nihon Toshi Center, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Congress Chairman: Masamitsu Oshima
Advisory Board: Harry L. Davis, Etienne P. Grandjean, Brian Shackel,

The Late Ruffel Smith.

August 12, 1982

Dear Prof. Wisner:

Thank you for your agreement to
Present and Future of Ergonomics” at
Ergonomics Association, on August 27.
at the Symposium by the Organizing Committee.

In ora’er to make the Symposium interesting and fruitful, we would
like you to include something about the following points in your speech:

- Can ergonomics be an integrated entity as an acadernic area?
— Can ergonomics actually help to solve problems in the society?
- How should the education of ergonomics be given to students and

engineers?

- What are needs and seeds for future ergonomics?
The time allotted to you will be 20 minutes.

We thank you for your cooperation and look forward to seeing you
in Tokyo.

Sincerely yours,

-‘ ,,‘ f

,L>1

Masamitsu Oshima, M.D.

2cz—
Akira Watanabe, D.Eng.

Organizing Committee : Chairman : Masamitsu Oshirna, Vice Chairman : Kunie Hashimoto, Secretary General: Toshiyuki Furukawa,
General Affairs : Shingo Ogawa, Treasurer: Toshio Endo, Foreign Affairs : Sadao Sugiyama & Hidemaro Nagano, Scient(/ïc Liaison: Yuji liyama,
Convention: Takao Ohkubo, Program : Kazuyoshi Yajzma & Akira Watanabe, Registration : Kazuo Aoki, Proceedings : Kageyu Noro,
Social Events : Kiyoshi Yamamoto
Secretariat: Organizing Committee JEA ‘82 c/o Inter Group Corp.
Akasaka Yamakatsu BIdg. 8-532 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107, JAPAN
Phone :03(479)5318 C’able Address : INTERCONFER TOKYO

speak at the Symposium on “Past,

the 8th Congress of the International

We are asked to serve as chairmen
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